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ABSTRACT 
 
Both degenerate and nondegenerate two-photon absorption (2PA) spectra are studied in two different samples of CdTe 
quantum-dots in borosilicate glass hosts. One sample (CdTe-600) contains quantum-dots of radius 3.2 ± 0.2 nm and has 
its absorption edge at 600nm. The other sample (CdTe-750) contains quantum-dots of radius 6.6 ± 0.9 nm and absorption 
edge at 750nm. CdTe-600 contains quantum-dots with a narrower size distribution than CdTe-750. Consequently, the 
peaks corresponding to discrete transitions are more clearly visible in CdTe-600 than in CdTe-750. Both nondegenerate 
and degenerate spectra for these samples show a marked difference from bulk CdTe. In CdTe-750 the two-photon 
absorption spectrum has a shape similar to that for bulk solids but for CdTe-600 the 2PA spectrum is somewhat different 
from that expected for the bulk. In the Z-scan measurements we also observed a photo-darkening effect, which is 
accompanied by an increase in the measured effective 2PA coefficient. All results suggest that 2PA cannot be predicted 
by the bulk theory especially near to the 2PA edge, that the 2PA in quantum dots is generally smaller than would be 
expected for the same volume of bulk semiconductor with the same band edge, and that the quantum-dot size and size 
distribution play important roles in the 2PA spectral behavior and magnitude.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 
In recent years, linear and nonlinear optical properties of semiconductor quantum dots (QDs) have attracted 
increasing attention owing to reports that they are good candidates for applications such as all-optical switching1,2,  solar 
cells3, and biological markers4,5. The possibility of controlling the quantum dot properties by controlling their size and 
size distribution allows for tunable optical proprieties so that they can be applied in devices from the ultraviolet to the 
near infrared. 
The influence of quantum confinement and of the quantum dot size on the linear optical properties is well 
understood: the linear absorption edge is blue-shifted and the blue shift depends on the QD size, and its spectrum 
exhibits peaks in the resonance energies with peak positions also determined by the QD size. On the other hand, many 
aspects of the nonlinear optical properties, are not fully understood, such as the spectral behavior of the real and 
imaginary part of the third-order susceptibility, χ(3).  Comparing to bulk semiconductors, in QDs, some authors have 
reported higher values for the nonlinear refractive index, n2, which corresponds to the real part of χ(3), and lower values 
for the two-photon absorption coefficient, β, which corresponds to the imaginary part of χ(3) 6,7. Nevertheless, other 
authors have reported both n2 and β  as being nearly the same as for bulk semiconductors.8 
In the present paper, we discuss the degenerate and nondegenerate two-photon absorption (2PA) for CdTe QDs in a 
glass matrix. Using single wavelength Z-scan9 and pump-probe with white light continuum10 methods, we study the 
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degenerate and nondegenerate 2PA spectra respectively. We show the influence of the quantum confinement and of the 
QD size. We use a theory proposed for degenerate 2PA in QDs and extend it to the nondegenerate case for fitting the 
experimental data. The influence of photo-darkening is also discussed.   
 
2. EXPERIMENT 
 
2.1 Samples 
The samples are CdTe QDs in borosilicate glass. They are fabricated by the melting technique,11 where the host 
glass components are melted together (CdO and metallic Te), and then, after the casting process, the glass is heat treated.  
The time and temperature of the heat treatment determine the QD size and size distribution. Here we present data on two 
different samples, CdTe-750, which contains QDs with radii of 6.6 ± 0.9 nm, and a linear absorption edge at 750 nm (Eg 
= 1.67 eV) with a fill fraction of 0.85%, and CdTe-600, with QDs of radii 3.2 ± 0.2 nm, and a linear absorption edge at 
600nm (Eg = 2.07 eV), with a fill fraction of 2.0%. Figure 1 shows the linear absorption spectrum for the two samples. 
For CdTe-750 the first absorption peak is not clear. Instead of a distinct peak, there is only a broad shoulder because of 
the large size distribution. CdTe-600 clearly shows the first transition peak just above 2 eV giving evidence of a narrow 
size distribution. 
 
 
Fig. 1 Linear absorption spectra for a) CdTe-750 and b) CdTe-600. Due to the broad distribution size in CdTe-750 the first 
exciton peak is not clear 
 
2.2 Experimental Setups 
The degenerate 2PA is measured by performing open aperture Z-scans9. For determining the spectrum, we run the 
Z-scan experiment at different wavelengths using an optical parametric generator/amplifier, OPA, tunable from 500nm 
up to 2.2µm, which generates femtosecond pulses with ~140fs FWHM. The OPA is pumped by a 1mJ, 1kHz Ti:sapphire 
regenerative amplifier at 775nm. 
The nondegenerate 2PA spectra were measured by a pump-probe technique10. In this experiment the pump beam is 
generated by an OPA identical to that used for the Z-scan measurements, and the probe beam is a white-light continuum 
generated in a CaF2 crystal pumped by another OPA at 1300nm. Spectral filters, with ~10nm spectral band and central 
wavelength at λ1, are used for selecting the probe wavelength so that we are able to study the absorption of the probe 
photon, with energy ħω1, due to the presence of the pump photon, with energy ħω2. Using filters with different λ1 we can 
cover a broad spectrum for the nondegenerate 2PA for a given pump photon energy. The pump photon energy is chosen 
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to be lower than ½ Eg, (Eg is the bandgap energy) and the probe beam is made weak enough so that the influence of any 
degenerate 2PA is negligible.   
 
3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
 
3.1 Degenerate two-photon absorption 
Figure 2 shows the experimental degenerate 2PA spectrum for CdTe-750. This figure includes a theoretical fit based 
on the theory proposed by Fedorov et. al.12 for describing the degenerate 2PA in systems with direct bandgap 
semiconductor quantum dots. This theory is based on the effective mass approximation and considers two different 
channels for the 2PA: one considering one interband and one intraband transition (so called allowed forbidden 
transition), and another considering the transitions due to the difference between the dipole moments of the two bands 
involved in the transition (so called dipolar term).12  We generalize this theory for the degenerate case12, to obtain a more 
general formula that also includes the nondegenerate 2PA. Thus, both, the degenerate and nondegenerate 2PA spectra are 
calculated from the single formula13 
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where x1 = hω1/Eg, x2 = hω2/Eg, F(2) and Φ(2) are the two-photon transition probably for each channel,12,13 N is the density 
of QDs in the sample, ρ is the Maxwell-Garnett local field correction, and k and Q are constants which do not depend on 
the QDs size or size distribution, i.e. depend only on the semiconductor properties, so that they should be the same for 
fitting all the degenerate and nondegenerate data. For the degenerate case we just need to set ω1 = ω2 = ω.  
 
 
Fig. 2 Degenerate two-photon absorption for CdTe-750. 
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For fitting the degenerate 2PA for CdTe-750 in Figure 2, we used in Eq. (1), k = 0.124 ± 0.024 and Q = 0.13 ± 
0.025, the errors coming primarily from the uncertainty in the concentration. The theory fits experimental data well and 
predicts a blue shift of the first peak in the 2PA spectrum as compared to the linear absorption edge. Comparing to the 
2PA spectrum predicted for the bulk15 (dashed curve in Fig. 2), 2PA in the QD’s rises more slowly above the 2PA edge 
with small oscillations and does not have the pronounced peak shown in the bulk. The differences in magnitude are at 
most a factor of ~2. 
Figure 3 shows the degenerate 2PA data for CdTe-600. The values used in Eq. 1 for fitting here are k = 0.137 ± 
0.027 and Q = 0.143 ± 0.028. In this case we notice that the theory predicts a dip close to hω/Eg = 0.75, however, no dip 
is observed in the experimental data. The theory used for fitting the data does not consider the mixing of the heavy-hole 
and light-hole bands.14 Such band mixing allows some transitions which are forbidden in the present theory. The density 
of possible transitions per unity of energy is proportional to R2, where R is the QD size. Thus for smaller QDs band 
mixing effects are more important for smaller QDs, and missing one of the possible transition is more noticeable. The 
presence of a possible transition allowed by the band-mixing could both exclude the dip present at hω/Eg = 0.75 and also 
increase the 2PA in that spectral region.  
 
 
Fig. 3 Degenerate two-photon absorption for CdTe-600.  The degenerate coefficient increases for irradiances higher then 50 GW/cm2 
(open circles), indicating that other phenomena are occurring.  
 
 
3.2 Nondegenerate two-photon absorption 
Using the white-light continuum pump and probe, we measured nondegenerate 2PA spectra for different pump 
wavelengths for both samples. Figure 4 shows the experimental spectra for CdTe-750 at two different pump 
wavelengths. Figure 5 is the same as Fig. 4, but for CdTe-600.  
Both figures show that for the same two-photon energy (hω1+ hω2) the nondegenerate 2PA coefficient, β12, is higher 
when the energies of the two photons become more unequal. Comparing to the degenerate case, where both photons have 
the same energy, the nondegenerate case always has the higher β and they converge to the same values closer to the 2PA 
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edge. This occurs because the larger the difference between the two photon energies, the closer is one of the photon 
energies to being band gap resonant, thus increasing the resonance denominator in the perturbation theory calculation of 
2PA.  The same phenomenon is also observed in bulk semiconductors16.  
 
 
Fig. 4 Nondegenerate two-photon absorption spectra at two different pump wavelength for CdTe-750. 
 
   
Fig. 5 Nondegenerate two-photon absorption at two different pump wavelength for CdTe-600 
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The lines in Fig. 4 and 5 are theoretical fits for the nondegenerate case using Eq. (1) 13. For fitting the data for CdTe-
750 we used k = 0.124 ± 0.024, and Q = 0.13 ± 0.025 and for CdTe-600, k = 0.135 ± 0.027 and Q = 0.141 ± 0.028.  The 
constants used in Eq. 1 for fitting the different sets of data are the same within the uncertainties of the QD 
concentrations. This agreement of the values of k and Q suggests that the models proposed,12,13 despite the effective mass 
approximation, can adequately describe the spectral behavior of the two-photon absorption in semiconductors QDs. 
 
3.3 Two-photon cross-section 
 
The two-photon cross-section is defined as  
 
N
)()( ωωβωδ h= , (2) 
for the nondegenerate case we replace hω by 0.5( hω1 + hω2). From Eq. 1, we get the equation for the two-photon cross-
section, in both degenerate and nondegenerate cases, for quantum dots 
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Fig. 6 Degenerate and nondegenerate two-photon  cross-section for CdTe-750. The continuous line indicates the results predicted for 
bulk cross section considering it as small as the QD 
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Fig. 7 Degenerate and nondegenerate two-photon cross-section for CdTe-600. The continuous line indicates the results predicted for 
bulk cross section considering it as small as the QD. 
 
Figure 6 shows the degenerate and nondegenerate two-photon cross section measured for CdTe-750. The highest 
value is ~70,000GM (1GM = 10-50 cm4s). If we consider the quantum dots as small pieces of bulk semiconductor, we 
calculate 2PA cross sections which are approximately 1.5 times as large.   In Fig. 7 the 2PA cross section for the smaller 
CdTe-600 QDs.  For these, the cross section calculated assuming they have bulk properties is approximately twice as 
large indicating that the confinement reduces the 2PA cross section, even when accounting for the reduced QD volume. 
The same dependence of the cross section with the QDs size was before observed by Larson et. al.17 
 
3.4 Photodarkening influence 
 
The open circles in Fig. 3 are experimental data taken at higher laser irradiances. We notice that for higher 
irradiance β is higher than when measured at lower irradiance. It was also observed that after performing Z-scans more 
than once at the same spot on the sample, that the signal increased, indicating an enhancement of β. This change is 
irreversible (or has a very long lifetime): after one hour we measured the same large β at the same spot.  
The increase of β for high irradiance is possible from two different phenomena: a) the laser beam can induce a 
photo-darkening which could increase both linear absorption and β;18 b) the high irradiance beam heats the sample and 
this could increase the QD average size, which from Fedorov’s theory12 increases β, i.e. β larger for larger QD radii.  
The photo-darkening effect has been observed in different samples of semiconductor QDs doped glass. It is a quasi-
permanent photochemical change in the sample due to the exposure to high intensity laser light. It is called photo-
darkening because a darker spot can be seeing in the sample but not big difference is observed in the linear absorption. 
However, no large changes in the linear absorption spectrum have been observed19, but Duarte at. al.18 showed that 
photo-darkened QDs can show a 2x increase in β. 
Figure 8 shows the inverse of the transmission at the negative peak of the open aperture Z-scan experiments 
measured at different laser energies at 780nm for CdTe-750. The slope of the straight ‘line’ is proportional to β 9. Figure 
8 indicates that β increases as the irradiance increases. This is a quasi-permanent process. This suggests that the increase 
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is not due to a higher order absorption, such as excited state absorption (unlikely for the femtosecond pulses used here) 
or three photon absorption.    
 
Fig. 8 A plot of inverse transmittance vs. peak irradiance in an open aperture Z-scan of CdTe-750 at 780nm. This indicates 
enhancement of the two-photon absorption at high laser irradiance. 
 
 
 
Fig. 9 Light induced changes in the semiconductor QD CdTe-750 linear absorption. The small changes in the linear absorption 
spectrum suggest influence of photo-darkening. 
In order to determine if the enhancement of β in both samples is due to photo-darkening or if the laser is changing 
the size of the quantum dots, we used a single wavelength pump and a white-light continuum probe setup similar to that 
used for measuring the non-degenerate 2PA, and we measured the linear absorption spectrum of the fresh sample and 
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after illuminating it with an intense pump beam.  Figure 9 shows the linear absorption spectra for the fresh sample, 
CdTe-750, and after 1 minute and 2 minutes, hitting it with 140GW/cm2 laser pulses at 780nm. We notice small change 
in the linear absorption, and the change is a broad band increase of the linear absorption. Those features indicate that the 
photo-darkening is not due to a change in QD size which would cause spectral changes.19 
 
 
Fig. 10 Light induced changes in CdTe-600. For 1 minute exposure the first peak become broader indicating changes in the size of the 
QDs. For 2 minutes we observe damage in the sample. 
 
However, repeating the same experiment for CdTe-600 we observe a different result. Figure 10 shows the results 
before and after illuminating the sample with a 100 GW/cm2 laser at 650nm. After 1 minute the first absorption peak 
becomes broader and the central position is red-shifted by around 10nm. The broadening of the first peak and the red-
shift of the peak suggest that the intense laser beam is heating the sample and probably inducing diffusion of CdTe in the 
matrix.  This is similar to the QD size increases during the original heat treatment process.  Continued illumination of the 
sample for 2 minutes results in a large change in the linear absorption spectrum. The edge is still red-shifted but the 
shape changes drastically, indicating that we possibly damaged the sample.   
 
  
4. CONCLUSIONS 
 
The degenerate and nondegenerate two-photon absorption spectra were measured for two different samples of CdTe 
QDs in glass. The measurements show that the spectrum depends on the QD size and that smaller QDs present lower 
two-photon absorption coefficients, β, and the theory predicts that the blue shift of the first peak is larger for smaller 
QDs, however it could not be observed experimentally. For smaller QDs the density of possible transitions is lower and 
this decreases the probability of any two-photon absorption process. The results also shown that the two-photon cross-
section is smaller for smaller QDs. The theory used for fitting the 2PA data describes the main features of those spectra 
and predicts the decreasing of the probability of two-photon absorption in smaller QDs. The enhancement of β when the 
difference between the energies of the two photons increases is also predicted by the theory. The influence of the 
photodarkening effect, is also observed: it can increase the value of the 2PA coefficient by up to a factor of two, and is a 
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absorption spectrum substantially, suggesting that it could be changing the QD size distribution in the sample. 
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